The consistency of a synaptic response depends, in part, on the consistency of the underlying binding and gating rate and equilibrium constants that shape the current. Hence, different open probability (P O ) modes of activation will generate different synaptic responses. Single-channel modes have been reported for several different WT synaptic receptors, including for ACh (Auerbach and Lingle, 1986; Naranjo and Brehm, 1993) , GABA (Lema and Auerbach, 2006) , glycine (Hurdiss et al., 2015) , AMPA (Poon et al., 2010; Prieto and Wollmuth, 2010) , and NMDA (Popescu and Auerbach, 2003; Magleby, 2004; Zhang et al., 2008) . Mode shifts have also been observed in other WT ion channels (Blatz and Magleby, 1986; Nilius, 1987; McManus and Magleby, 1988; Smith and Ashford, 1998; Ionescu et al., 2007; Chakrapani et al., 2011) . It is of general interest to understand the molecular basis of modal activity, even if this may arise by different mechanisms in different ion channels.
We have explored the effects of mouse endplate AChR loop C mutations with regard to the consistency of binding and gating constants, estimated from single-channel currents. Almost all -loop C perturbations unsettle resting affinity and generate distinct, stable P O modes. The affinity variations arise exclusively at the  agonist site, with patterns that are different for different agonists. We explore a possible mechanism in which -loop Modal affinities of endplate acetylcholine receptors caused by loop C mutations to any agonists. When low [agonist] were used, the pipette potential was 70 mV, which corresponds to a membrane potential of approximately 100 mV (inward currents). When high [agonist] were used, the pipette potential was 100 mV, which corresponds to a membrane potential of approximately 70 mV (outward currents) to reduce channel block by the agonist. When necessary, rate constants were corrected for the effect of voltage (Nayak et al., 2012) . Single-channel currents were low-pass filtered at 20 kHz and digitized at a sampling frequency of 50 kHz. Collection and analyses of the currents were performed using QuB software (Nicolai and Sachs, 2013) .
Cluster selection and K d /P O estimation Single-channel currents associated with C↔O gating occur as clusters separated by long desensitized periods (Sakmann et al., 1980) . Sometimes, a t crit value of 6.5 ms was used define a cluster (for example, Fig. 2 A) . However, there often was a wide distribution of intra-cluster shut-interval durations making it impossible to use a single t crit value (Fig. 2 B) . In these patches, clusters were selected by eye. In either case, a k-means clustering algorithm was applied to the selected clusters to determine the number of P O populations and to segregate the clusters for mode-by-mode analysis.
For rate constant estimation, intra-cluster currents for each P O population were idealized into noise-free intervals by using the segmental k-means algorithm, after low-pass filtering at 12 kHz. The forward (f) and backward (b) gating rate constants were estimated from the interval durations by fitting with a C↔O model and a maximum-interval likelihood algorithm after imposing a dead time of 20-50 µs. Occasionally, an additional shut state was added to account for a short-lived desensitized state (Elenes and Auerbach, 2002) . The gating equilibrium constant was calculated from the ratio of the rate constants, E n = f n /b n , where n is the number of bound agonists. P O was calculated from the gating equilibrium constant,
. For unliganded gating, E 0 was calculated from the ratio of closed-/open-time constant, using the main component of each interval duration histogram.
AChR gating is described by a cyclic mechanism (Auerbach, 2012) . In brief, WT receptors are active constitutively but with a small unliganded gating equilibrium constant (allosteric constant) that generates a very low P O (Jackson, 1986; Purohit and Auerbach, 2009; Nayak et al., 2012) . P O is increased by agonists because these ligands bind with a higher affinity to the O versus C conformation. Accordingly, the gating equilibrium constant with one bound agonist (E 1 ) is the product of the gating equilibrium constant without any agonists (E 0 ) and the C/O equilibrium dissociation constant ratio. Cluster P O with agonists is a function of both resting affinity (K d ) and the allosteric constant (E 0 ).
A shortcut was used to estimate K d . This was possible because in mouse endplate AChRs, affinity and efficacy are correlated (Jadey and Auerbach, 2012; Purohit et al., 2014) . With n equal-affinity neurotransmitter-binding sites, the resting affinity K d can be calculated from the unliganded and fully liganded gating equilibrium constants by using:
For example, in adult WT AChRs (100 mV), n = 2, E 0 = 7.4 × 10
7
, and E 2 ACh = 25, so from Eq. 1, we calculate K d ACh = 172 µM, which is about the same as that measured by standard dose-response methods (Jadey et al., 2011) .
Backgrounds
In many experiments, the goal was simply to count the number of cluster P O populations. To facilitate this enumeration, a background mutation(s) was often added simply to increase E 0 and place the shut and open intervals into an optimal range for cluster formation C and the -subunit  sheet each take on alternative conformations to set the structure of the aromatic core and affinity.
M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S
Cell culture and mutagenesis HEK293 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) fetal bovine serum plus 1% (vol/vol) penicillin-streptomycin, pH 7.4, and were incubated at 37°C (5% CO 2 ). The QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies) was used to incorporate mutations into the mouse AChR cDNAs, which were verified by nucleotide sequencing. Transient transfection of cDNAs into HEK293 cells was either by a calcium phosphate precipitation method or by using TransIT-293 transfection reagent (Mirus). After transfection, cells were incubated for 16-24 h at 37°C before electrophysiological recordings commenced.
Electrophysiology
Single-channel currents were recorded at 23°C in the cell-attached patch configuration. The bath solution was Dulbecco's PBS containing 137 mM NaCl, 0.9 mM CaCl 2 , 2.7 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH 2 PO 4 , 0.5 mM MgCl 2 , and 8.1 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , pH 7.4. The pipette solution was PBS. In some experiments, an agonist (acetylcholine, carbamylcholine, tetramethylammonium [TMA], or choline) was added only to the pipette solution. For experiments without ligands, we used a pipette holder and electrode that were never exposed Olsen et al., 2014) , and residue numbers are mouse endplate AChRs. Green, aromatic core; tan spheres, C atoms of -subunit substitutions (see Fig. 6 ); red sphere, structural water; dashed lines, H bonds. knock-out the  site (0.06-fold), or P121R to knock-out the  site (0.09-fold; Gupta et al., 2013) plus V266A (446-fold; Fig. 6 , A and C), V266A + S450W (4438-fold; Fig. 6 B, top), or L260Q (3,570-fold; Fig. 6 B, bottom) ; Fig. 7 , C192A and C193A (S450A), Y190A (D97A + Y127F + S450W; 98,600-fold), Y198A, C192 deletion, and T196P (L269F; 176.8-fold); Fig. 8 A, the  knockout mutations plus L269F; Fig. 8 B, for W149A and Y198A (L269F) and for Y93A (S450A); Fig. 9 A, for Y190F and W149F (L269F); Fig. 9 , the  knockout plus for Y190F (L265G + I43Q + L269F; 1.10 5 -fold), for Y198F (I43Q + L269F; 81-fold), and for W57F (L269F). In all other experiments, the background was adult WT. Again, all of the and P O analysis (Jadey et al., 2011) . In these cases, it was not necessary to know the quantitative effect of the background on E 0 . For example, for WT adult AChRs, E 0 is small (the shut intervals between openings are long) and clusters cannot be defined. To increase the unliganded channel-opening frequency, we added two background mutations, L262G and L265G, both far away from the binding site at the M2 gate region. This pair of mutations increased the unliganded opening rate constant by 26,000-fold, to reveal clusters having P O of ≈0.02 ( Fig. 3 A, top) .
The background mutations used to increase E 0 (by x-fold) and facilitate cluster counting as are follows: Fig properties of adult and fetal WT AChRs are essentially homogeneous.
In mouse endplate AChRs, -subunit loop C (9-10 linker) has the sequence VFYSCCPTTPYL (188-199). We first examined the effects of alanine substitutions at either of the two prolines (Fig. 2 B) . Unlike in the WT, clusters from adult AChRs having the mutation P194A or P197A showed a multimodal distribution of P O ACh values. In P197A, there are four different cluster populations (modes) having P O values between 0.01 and 0.96, in addition to isolated openings.
Heterogeneity in P O can be caused by differences in gating (the allosteric constant, which is the unliganded gating equilibrium constant; see Materials and methods), the resting affinity (K d ), or both. We therefore examined P194A and P197A clusters without adding any agonists (Fig. 3) . To do so, we added background mutations far from the agonist sites that increased the level of constitutive activity but had no effect on K d . The loop C mutations P194A or P197A had no or little effect on the allosteric constant. Moreover, neither of these loop C proline mutations resulted in unliganded P O heterogeneity.
backgrounds only served to increase E 0 to enhance cluster formation (Jadey et al., 2011) .
To estimate K d for different modes (Table 1) , it was necessary to know both E 1 and E 0 (Eq. 1). We added a background mutation(s) that increased E 0 over the adult WT value, each by a known factor. When multiple mutations were added, we assumed that the effects were independent, so that the product of the individual foldchanges estimated the combined effect. E 2 was estimated from the measured values of f n and b n , as described above. Fig. 2 A shows ACh-activated single-channel currents from WT AChRs. Openings occur in clusters that contain many cycles of binding and gating, and that are separated by long, silent sojourns in desensitized states. In both adult and fetal AChRs, the distribution of intracluster P O was approximately Gaussian and consistent, patch-to-patch. In some recordings, there were also isolated, brief openings interspersed between the clusters. Aside from these, the single-channel current [agonist] (Fig. 4 B) . The difference in the di-liganded gating equilibrium constant between modes arose almost exclusively from a change in the opening rate constant (Fig. 4 C) . This is characteristic of many -subunit residues at the agonist sites , and suggests that the structural perturbation responsible for the affinity variation is occurring locally, probably at loop C.
R E S U L T S Modes
Regardless of the agonist, P O was uniform within each cluster. We did not observe mode switching within 1,000
This result indicates that the different P O ACh values apparent with agonist and the loop C proline mutations are generated by variations in K d ACh .
In the next set of experiments, we changed the agonist, using the P197A mutation. With 1 mM of the partial agonists carbamylcholine, TMA, or choline, only two P O populations were apparent, both different than the WT (Fig. 4 A) .
We also measured the opening and closing rate constants for each of the P197A modes using a saturating (Nayak et al., 2014) .
In all of the experiments described above, both AChR agonist sites were active and contributed to the cluster P O . We next examined the properties of each agonist site separately (, , or ). We added a binding site knockout mutation, in addition to a background mutation(s) that increased the allosteric constant, to allow the production of clusters and the measurement of P O . Fig. 6 shows that with the P197A mutation (in both  subunits) and ACh, the -and -generated currents were homogeneous, but those arising from  were modal. As in adult, two-site AChRs, the -only receptors produced four P O ACh populations and two P O TMA populations. This result suggests that all of the heterogeneity is caused by affinity variations at the  site.
P197A clusters, which suggests that the time constant for mode switching is on the order of at least several minutes. By chance, we happened to record currents from a patch that had only a single AChR (Fig. 5 A) . Although this construct showed heterogeneity in P O ACh in multichannel patches (Fig. 5 B) , in the one-channel patch, the clusters were homogeneous. In this experiment, the time scale for mode switching was more than 30 min. In a one-channel patch, the long, closed intervals between clusters reflect desensitized periods of just that AChR (Elenes and Auerbach, 2002) . The consistency of cluster P O in this patch suggests that the affinity changes caused by P197A are not associated with recovery from desensitization. present in all cases, with two exceptions. Mutation of either of the two loop C tyrosines that are part of the aromatic core (Y190A and Y198A) generated clusters that were homogeneous. Variation in affinity is not specific to mutations of the prolines.
We examined the properties of adult-type muscle AChRs having a deletion of one loop C amino acid (both  subunits). The deletion of C192, T195, T196, or P197 all resulted in modal P O values (Fig. 7 C) . We also replaced T196 with a proline, on the P197A background. This construct, too, produced multiple P O ACh values (Fig. 7 D) .
In the next series of experiments, we examined the effects of mutating a core aromatic residue on P197A-induced modes. Without this loop C mutation, an alanine substitution at Y198 or W149 decreases affinity to a similar extent (30-fold; 2.0 kcal/mol) at all three agonist sites (, , and ). In contrast, the effect of the complementary-side mutation W55A (it is position 57 in ) is variable and reduces affinity by 2,000-fold (4.3 kcal/mol) at  and 15-fold (1.5 kcal/mol) at , but at  it increases affinity by twofold (0.5 kcal/mol; Nayak et al., 2014) .
To explore the role of this "variable" amino acid with regard to modes, we added W57A to P197A and used ACh to activate AChRs having only a functional  site (Fig. 8) . The cluster P O values were homogeneous, and
To estimate the differences in affinity between modes at the  site, we used a saturating concentration of agonist (Eq. 1 and Table 1 ). For TMA, the P197A mutation resulted in AChRs having either an 22-fold higher affinity or an 8-fold lower affinity than the WT  site. For ACh, three modes were higher affinity (by 2,326-, 51-, and 13-fold) and one was lower affinity (1.5-fold) than the WT. With both of these agonists, none of the P197A-induced K d values was the same as in the WT.
The results presented so far indicate that in endplate AChRs, -loop C proline-to-alanine mutations (a) generate stable variations in resting affinity, (b) that are different from the WT, (c) for several different agonists, (d) only at the  site, (e) by virtue of a local perturbation, and (f) by a mechanism that is independent of desensitization.
Mutations
To test whether or not modes are something specific to the proline-to-alanine loop C substitutions, we substituted different side chains at P197. With ACh and in two-site adult AChRs, four modes were apparent with A, three with G and S, but only two with V, C, I, K, Y, and W (Fig. 7 A) . This pattern suggests that larger side chain substitutions produce less heterogeneity.
We also substituted an alanine at each of the other loop C positions (Fig. 7 B) . P O ACh heterogeneity was a source of the affinity variations, (c) H-bonding patterns at the aromatic core influence the variations, and (d) loop E and the 5-5 linker in the  subunit contribute to modal activity.
D I S C U S S I O N
In muscle nicotinic AChRs, almost all -subunit loop C perturbations cause modal gating activity, with the P O differences generated by variations in K d at the  agonist site. To explore a potential mechanism, we begin with some assumptions and inferences based on experimental observations.
In AChRs, K d is determined by diffusion of the agonist to a binding site and a local, conformation change at the agonist site (Jadey and Auerbach, 2012) . We assume that modes reflect differences in the equilibrium constant of this conformational change ("catch") rather than diffusion. K d is determined mainly by the interaction of aromatic side chains at the core with the ligand's quaternary amino group (Kearney et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 1998; Beene et al., 2002) . We assume that different affinities reflect relatively different positions of the quaternary amino within the aromatic core (Bruhova et al., 2013) . A difference in binding energy can be associated with a difference in conformation (structure, dynamics, or both), but the converse is not necessarily true because different conformations can generate identical affinities. Nonetheless, we assume a one-to-one correspondence
ACh was lower than with a WT loop C (Table 1) . Apparently, the W57 mutation eliminates the alternative loop C conformations responsible for modes. P197A modes were still apparent with an alanine substitution at Y198 (loop C), W149 (loop B), or Y93 (loop A).
We also counted modes from the P197A mutation in AChRs activated by ACh and having only a functional  site, but this time with an additional F mutation at one of the core aromatics (Fig. 9 ). An F mutation conserves the aromatic character of the side chain but removes H bonds made by the side chains. P197A modal activity was eliminated or greatly reduced by Y190F, Y198F, W149F, and W57F, but remained unaltered by Y93F.
In the final set of experiments, we analyzed the effects of mutations to  subunit amino acids on the complementary  sheet (Fig. 1) . Recently, it was discovered that low-affinity  and high-affinity  binding energies can be exchanged by swapping four complementary side chains, three in loop E (Y113, D114, and S115) and one in the 5-5 linker, near W149 (Y106; unpublished data). Because  alone does not exhibit modes, we investigated the effects of exchanging these four side chains on  modal activity. We replaced these four side chains in  with the corresponding ones from , and observed that the P197A-induced modes with ACh were greatly reduced (Fig. 6 C) .
The mutational analyses suggest that (a) almost all perturbations of loop C unsettle  affinity, (b) W57 is (a) P197A induces four modes with ACh but only two for the partial agonists TMA, carbamylcholine, and choline. The partial agonists probably do not H bond across the subunit interface or with the structural water. We speculate that these ligands do not have this - link, and therefore that P197A allows the two loop C conformations, but not those of the  sheet. The agonist and structural water appear to participate in K d variation.
(b) With ACh, only two modes are apparent with V, C, I, K, Y, and W mutations of P197 (Fig. 7) . We speculate that having a large side chain here favors one of the alternative loop C conformations that nonetheless allows for two conformations of the  sheet. Steric bumping with other loops at the binding pocket (Grutter et al., 2003) appears to play a role in K d variation.
(c) An alanine mutation of all loop C residues generates modes except for the two loop C tyrosines that "clamp" the agonist in the pocket. This result suggests that all three elements of this clamp are required for loop C to adopt alternative conformations. We speculate that with only one tyrosine, -loop C adopts a single, preferred conformation that does not allow -sheet alternatives. The two loop C tyrosines are involved in mode generation.
(d) P197 modes are eliminated by an A substitution at core residue W57 but not at W149, Y198, or Y93. This complicates the model because it makes -sheet residue W57 an instigator of, rather than a responder to, -loop C alternatives. If W57 is simply one element of the -sheet alternatives, the 2 × 2 model predicts two modes (the loop C alternatives), whereas only one was apparent. Hence, W57 either interacts with loop C to alter its conformational flexibility (which is surprising, because this side chain has almost no effect on affinity in the WT), or can take on alternative positions that result in the same affinity for different loop C configurations (violating assumption c, above). W57 appears to be an important and variable source for the modal differences in agonist-binding energy.
(e) P197A modes are reduced by -subunit mutations in loop E and the 5-5 linker. The loop E mutations change H-bond patterns and backbone dynamics of the  sheet to influence the participation of W57 (unpublished data). The flexibility of the 5-6 hairpin may also influence K d modes.
(f) P197A modes are greatly reduced by an F substitution at Y190, Y198, W149, and W57 but not Y93. This suggests that the complete network of H bonds formed by the two loop C tyrosine-OH groups and the two indole nitrogen atoms is required for mode generation by P197A. We cannot speculate further, except to propose that variation in H bonding, too, is involved in K d variability.
It has been 30 years since P O modes were first reported for AChRs. Here, we have shown that these arise from stable differences in affinity, at the  agonist site, as between conformation and K d , because of the high sensitivity of the measurements and because the P O distributions are approximately Gaussian. Based on these three assumptions, we conclude that in WT AChRs, there is (approximately) one catch conformation, and that perturbing loop C of the  subunit allows for more than one.
P197A modes are stable on a time scale of minutes (Fig. 5) , which implies that the free energy barriers separating alternative catch conformations are large. We infer that each mode represents a different, stable K d conformation. These conformations may reflect different protein folds or different posttranslational modifications. Modes are generated by almost all -loop C perturbations (Fig. 7) . This result implies that the conformational uniformity of the WT binding pocket is readily disrupted by altering loop C. We cannot be sure that the WT -loop C sequence is the only "golden" one, but it appears that residues here have been selected to enforce a single affinity, perhaps to increase the reliability of the endplate current. Loop C is involved in agonist binding and has high-phi for gating (like modes; Fig. 4 C) , and so far it is the main structural element associated with mode generation. We infer that differences in -subunit loop C structure/dynamics motivate the alternative K d conformations. Modes arise exclusively from the  site and are reduced by swapping loop E side chains, -to- (Fig. 6) . We infer that alternative conformations of the complementary subunit (for short, the '-sheet') are also involved in mode generation.
There are four modes apparent with P197A and ACh (Figs. 2 B and 6 A) . A simple interpretation, based on the above assumptions and inferences, is that two structural elements-the -loop C and the -subunit  sheet-each can adopt two alternative K d conformations. With the P197A mutation, none of the K d values are the same as in the WT (Table 1) . We hypothesize that none of the four possible catch conformations are the same as in the WT. We call this a 2 × 2 mechanism.
Undoubtedly, the situation is more complex. First, loop C of the  subunit and the  sheet of the non- subunit do not operate independently. Interactions between the  and  subunits can occur through side chains, the agonist itself, a structural water in the pocket (Amiri et al., 2007; Olsen et al., 2014) , intersubunit H bonds, as well as through backbone breathing motions (Taly et al., 2005) . Second, each of the two structural elements in the 2 × 2 model is complex. Loop C interacts with other loops in the -subunit site of the binding pocket, and the non--subunit surface is a super-secondary structure having several components ( sheet, 5-6 hairpin turn, 5-5 linker, and a structural water; Fig. 1 ). Given this complexity, it is difficult to dissect unambiguously the possible route(s) for mode generation. Nonetheless, we will use the simple 2 × 2 model as the starting point for interpreting the experimental results.
